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The Editors Notes 

I present this issue as a celebration of the efforts of the UPP Circles during the hard times we 
have all had in the 2019/2020 season. What a joy it is to see all these wonderful images. 
Please let me know if you like this format, as I think it would be good to have the whole   
exhibition in this format in the Winter edition, so all the members get to see the complete 
circles’ efforts for the year. We would then turn the summer addition into an AGM and    
article addition. So let me know you thoughts. 
That brings me to the next urgent point,  I need articles, short or long, with pictures or    
without. You don’t need to put it together, I will do that, any subject. You will be surprised 
what makes a good article. 
The UPP continues to develop and grow with the recent introduction of Zoom circles with 
the great effort of Ken Payne, Colin Westgate and Barbara Beauchamp. Three circles are fully 
subscribed already. However, the UPP should not be reliant on the same few people all the 
time. We must have fresh blood to keep us moving forward, so consider becoming a (circle) 
secretary, I was apprehensive, initially, but it is such a rewarding job and we would be so 
grateful for your input. 
 
Please all stay safe and healthy and keep smiling. 
Paul Hoffman EFIAP CPAGB BPE3* 
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 The President’s View 

“Just when you thought it was safe to go back in the 

water…”   and we’re hit by second and third          

lockdowns, Christmas cancelled for many at the last 

minute and while the vaccine roll-out is good news, 

of course, we’re pitched against a new Covidstrain. 

Hopefully the worst will be over by Easter and       

normality back by the summer. 

The AGM came and went – except that it didn’t really 

come. We dealt with the vital business by email, and 

many thanks to those who responded. We look     

forward to normal service being resumed, but    

meanwhile we’ve joined the Zoom revolution. A 

number of Circles have been keeping in contact by 

Zoom and after communicating by email during the 

year Council held our first Zoom meeting in December.  

But most exciting was Ken Payne’s suggestion that we start a Zoom Circle. He             

volunteered to start the ball rolling as a Circle Secretary, Colin Westgate and Barbara 

Beauchamp quickly followed and 3 new Circles were trialed in January with a fourth  

scheduled for February and the beginnings of a fifth for infra-red photography. As far as 

we know, UPP is the first and only postal photographic club to have started Zoom     

Circles so yet again UPP is in the vanguard of advances in photographic club activity and 

this is already attracting new members.   

Sadly last autumn we lost a legend of Club photography internationally, nationally and 

of UPP in particular. Many tributes have been paid to Ian Platt, and our own is           

elsewhere in this magazine. He was a unique character who will be greatly missed.   

Recognised for his photography and his contributions to PAGB and FIAP with a string of 

honours, UPP (and  especially Circle 36 which he founded) was always his greatest love 

and the last thing he gave up, literally only a few weeks before he died. 

As a result of the loss of Ian, we have a new Secretary of Circle 36 in Leo Rich. More re-

cently, Liz Boud had to relinquish Secretaryship of Circle 71 in which she was a founder 

member when it was DI1, the first digital Circle in UPP. Andrew Nicoll has taken over as   

Circle Secretary with Liz continuing as deputy. Thank you and welcome to both new         
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Secretaries. 

Thanks also to Jim Jenkins, Secretary of Circle 12 who has taken in the members of    

Circle 72 to form one Circle (12) when both had seen a fall in numbers. 

We’ve also had a Secretarial change on Council. Ralph Bennett, former UPP President, 

and Secretary of Circle 3/14/74, has been General Secretary since 2018 but had to step 

down in December. Ray Grace has taken on this post temporarily but is heavily         

committed in other roles, not least as Assistant Exhibition Secretary, so will only        

continue until the next AGM. The General Secretary role is not unduly onerous and if 

you feel willing and able to consider taking this on please contact me or any Council 

member. A 30 year commitment is not required! 

If you haven’t done so recently, have a look at the UPP web-site (uppofgb.com) which 

our new webmaster, Arnold Phipps-Jones, has been working hard on. It’s not quite   

complete yet, and if you have any suggestions for material to be included please contact 

him. 

2020 was a difficult year, and 2021 has started badly but we’re hopeful that we’ll be 

back to some sort of “normal” soon. Meanwhile – stay safe 

Francis Ouvry LRPS 

The President’s View 

Issue Correction from Summer 2020 

From Page 24. Sam Squires C12 

If you go down to the Woods 

Today 

Luck in the Landscape article page 13. I     

mistakenly accredited this to Colin Westgate 

where it was written by Tom  Peck C30 
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Ian Platt MFIAP, FRPS, Hon PAGB, Hon EFIAP  

Ian Platt, a legend in the photographic world, sadly died on 4th     

October, aged 87. 

He was a member of UPP for 58 years (in a total of 9 Circles);    

founded Circle 36 and was Secretary for a total of 31 years; he          

re-formed, and was Secretary of, Circle 24 for 9 years;  he was Vice 

President from 1974 to 1988; he was Editor of the “Little Man” from 

1974 to 1979; he won the Leighton Herdson trophy 4 times, a Circle 

Certificate 12 times , and 19 H/C’s. 

He gained distinctions of ARPS 1969, AFIAP 1970, APSA 1973, FRPS 

1972, EFIAP 1973, MFIAP 1989 (the first in UK), Hon PAGB (and Lancaster medal) for         

exceptional service to PAGB, Hon EFIAP for excellent services rendered to FIAP. 

He was on the panel of selectors for RPS admissions  - “L“ (1972 to 1979), “A” and “F” (from 

1984, a total of 10 years ) and Travel (4 years); first Chairman (and founder) of Smethwick 

International Exhibition (1975); President of Smethwick Photographic Society (1976 to 1977); 

chairman of the Midland Salon (1978 to 1982); President of Midland Counties Photographic 

Federation (1979 to 1980); ; FIAP liaison officer for PAGB (1984 to 2011); set up the Surrey 

Salon of Creative Photography (1988); President of the PAGB  (1999 to 2001), and an       

honorary PAGB  life Vice-President from  2010, 

No PAGB distinctions for photographic merit (Credit, Distinction, Master), of course - he just  

invented them! 

He might have been a professional photographer. While serving his 12 years in the RAF as a 

navigator, he passed the I.B.P. (now I.I.P.) exams and became keen on cine photography. In 

1960 his equipment was stolen and with the insurance money he switched to 35mm still 

photography and joined his first camera club in St Neots. Dis-satisfied with the lack of help 

for making progress there, he saw an article in AP for a certain postal Club and he joined 

Circle 9 (small prints) of UPP in March 1962, quickly followed by slide Circle 33. When Colin 

Westgate re-formed Circle 11 for large prints in 1963 he joined that Circle and was inspired 

to start his own slide Circle. There were 10 on the waiting list, and in September 1963   

Council gave him the go-ahead if he could make the numbers up to 12; he recruited his   

father (Howard) and Circle 36’s first folio went out in January 1964 (and Howard then won 

the   Circle Certificate the following year). 

He left the RAF in 1963, having opted for a career in air traffic control which took him first to 

Gatwick, and membership of camera clubs in Lancing and Haywards Heath (a                  

founder-member). 10 years and various short-term moves later he moved to Worcester and 

to the local Worcestershire club where he helped with their International Slide Exhibition. 
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Ian Platt MFIAP, FRPS, Hon PAGB, Hon EFIAP  

Wanting to do more with prints, he joined Smethwick P.S. in 1974, though his prolific        

entering of International Exhibitions was mainly with slides. He joined the executive         

committee, founded and chaired the Smethwick Exhibition in 1975 and the following year 

became club President. He was “recruited” on to the Midland Counties Federation  to       

administer their judges’ programme, and became involved with PAGB as the MCPFs’         

representative from 1980 until he moved south in 1982. He also took part in the negotiations 

which saw PAGB become a member of FIAP. 

Meanwhile, in UPP, he re-formed Circle 24 (Creative colour slides) in November 1968, and 

was Secretary of that Circle until January 1976 (and again from August 1984 to October 

1985), as well as continuing as Secretary of Circle 36 until October 1969. In 1974 he became 

Vice President, and editor of the “Little Man”: he gave up the latter in 1979 when he started 

an Open University course in geology, graduating 7 years later, but he continued as Vice-

President until 1988. 

The O.U. course also caused him to end his term as selector for RPS “L” panels. In 1982 his 

involvement with Smethwick P.S., MCPF, PAGB and lecturing and judging in the Midlands 

were ended by a career move to the Air Traffic Control College at Bournemouth airport, and 

to camera clubs in Bournemouth, and later Poole. Shortly afterwards he was invited to join 

the RPS distinctions admission panel for Associateship and Fellowship. In 1984 he was asked 

re-join  the PAGB Executive Committee as FIAP representative: he continued in that role until 

2011, combining it with the Presidency of PAGB for 2 years. 

In 1987 he became a London commuter when he was transferred to the A.T.C . HQ in       

London: he moved to Farnborough (Hampshire), and to Woking Photographic Society. Here 

he set up the innovative Surrey Salon of Creative Photography in 1988, which ran for 5 years.  

His UPP Circle membership was now down to solely Circle 36, but shortly before he retired  

he re-joined Circle 11 as he wanted to be in a print Circle. On retirement he moved from 

Farnborough to Kent and joined Tonbridge CC where he met up with Ralph Couchman who 

had succeeded him as Secretary of Circle 36. When Ralph had to give that up in 1995, Ian 

took over as Secretary again, and he continued until shortly before he died, completing 57 

years as a member of that Circle and 31 years as Secretary, during which time the Circle was 

Gold Star Circle 16 times. 

His final house move was back to Dorset for a quiet life, but he was persuaded to come back 

on to the RPS distinctions panel for Travel, which he served on for a  further 4 years,  

In addition to the 5 Circles so far mentioned, he was also, at various times, a member of     

Circles 8, 25, Anglo/US and Anglo/Australian: a total of 9 Circles, sometimes 4 at once.  And 

many editors of the “Little Man” have been grateful to Ian for his prolific contributions to the 
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Ian Platt MFIAP, FRPS, Hon PAGB, Hon EFIAP  

magazine, from 1962 right up to 2020. 

Arguably his most lasting contribution to photography came as a result of his service, and 

innovative spirit, on the PAGB Executive Committee. In 1994 the PAGB’s profile became firmly 

placed to the forefront of club photography with the introduction of its awards for             

Photographic Merit. Ian led the team which set up the scheme, the doubters were won over 

and he was chairman of the various adjudication panels for 7 years. 

However, Ian frequently said that his membership of UPP, and Circle 36 in particular, was his 

number one passion. Of all the activities in which he was involved, UPP was dearest to his 

heart, and it was the last thing he gave up, only a few weeks before he died. He wrote that 

the “early formative years with UPP did more for accelerating my improvement than any  

other club activity”. But he was also always keen to help others, sharing his interest,           

experience and expertise. For over half a century he was a wonderful friend and generous 

contributor to the Club and he will be greatly missed. Our sincere condolences go to his wife 

Patricia, who regularly accompanied Ian to the Convention, and to his family. 

 

Francis Ouvry LRPS UPP President 

 

 

From David Coates MPAGB ARPS EFIAP/p APAGB EPSA APSA C36 
 
Ian Platt and C.36. 
 
In 2000 I was invited to join Circle 36 of the UPP, along with Leo Rich and David Eaves.       
Accepting that invitation was perhaps one of my better decisions, although, at the time I did 
not realise how prestigious C36 was. 
 
C36 was formed by Ian Platt back in 1963 as a ‘SLIDE’ circle and he was its secretary from 
1963 until 1969, and then again from 1995 until September this year.  I well remember many 
occasions what were almost duals with Ian for first place, more often than not Ian winning 
out.  I also remember that if I were to put in a slide that was ‘below par’ you were quick to 
find out, but in a way that caused no offence. 
 
As this century got under way, so the Digital era gained momentum and of course the use of 
slide film declined.  It was not a fast or sudden change for sure; I made my first inkjet print in 
about 1999 or so but took and entered slides in competitions until 2010, when I transitioned 
over to prints rather than PDI.  It was the same for Circle 36. Lead by Ian the circle more or 
less unanimously decided in 2011 to change to a ‘Large Print’ Circle rather than PDI.  It has 
run successfully as such since. 
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Ian Platt MFIAP, FRPS, Hon PAGB, Hon EFIAP  

Even during the Pandemic, whilst activities were suspended during the peak of it, once   
members felt safe to go to Post Offices, Ian resumed our activities and we have run            
successfully since May/June of this year (2020).  I know that UPP was Ian’s personal passion 
and that he wished it to continue after his passing and it is gives me much satisfaction that 
we were able to engineer this and appoint a successor (Leo Rich) and that he was aware of 
this before the end. 
 
Best wishes, 
 
Dave 

 

From Colin Westgate FRPS, MFIAP, MPAGB APAGB Council 

I ‘first ‘met’ Ian through UPP, the photo club that operates by post. We both joined UPP in 
1962, when Ian was living in St.Neots. However, a few years later, his job as an air traffic  
controller brought him down to Sussex, which is where I lived at the time. We both had 
young families and we used to see each other at fairly regular intervals. Photography was, of 
course, our common bond, although we approached it from different directions.  Ian was a 
very creative and innovative photographer, whereas my interest was mainly in the           
landscape. I can recall him showing me the magic of polarising filters, where he would     
combine two of these to make the most amazing colours, patterns and designs by shining 
light through such items as cellophane and clear plastic. After he moved from Sussex, a  
number of years later, we only really saw each other at the annual UPP Conventions, but 
thankfully, we never lost contact. 

Ian’s enthusiasm and willingness to share his techniques inspired many photographers.  
Within just two years of his joining UPP, he formed a Circle for colour slides and was         
Secretary of this Circle for 30 years and a member for an amazing 56. He resigned only when 
his illness made it impossible for him to carry on, just  a few weeks before he passed away,  
Over the years he was a member of several other Circles, including the international         
Anglo-Australian print Circle and a ‘contemporary’ Circle, the latter being an ideal forum for 
his style of photography.  

He was a very successful exhibitor, gaining his AFIAP and EFIAP, but his major achievement 
was when he was awarded his Master FIAP (MFIAP), the very first UK photographer to 
achieve this. Ian was also very active within the PAGB and I can remember working with him 
for one of the very early PAGB Awards for Photographic Merit (APM) weekends, when East-
bourne PS were the hosts for the event.  

Ian was always ready to help others and to share his knowledge and experience. I will greatly 
miss  him as a friend and mentor and will be forever grateful to him for sharing our           
respective journeys through photography. Rest well, my friend. 

Colin Westgate , 24 October 2020 
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Ian Platt MFIAP, FRPS, Hon PAGB, Hon EFIAP  

Leighton Herdson Trophy 

1973 C36 Magic Light 

Leighton Herdson Trophy 1991 

C36 Shaft of Light 

Leighton Herdson Trophy 1997 

C36 Shifting Sands 
LEIGHTON HERDSON  TROPHY  & GLENN VASE 

2008 C36 Lonely Journey 

2014 C36 Certificate 

Surrounded 

2006 C36 Certificate 

Aspens near Vernal 
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Ian Platt MFIAP, FRPS, Hon PAGB, Hon EFIAP  

 

 

 

 

  

  

Ian Platt roll of honour 

Between 1968 and 2014, Ian won the Leighton Herdson Tro-

phy 4 times, the Glenn Vase once, 12 Circle Certificates and  

19 H/C’s, principally for Circle 36 but also for Circles 8, Circle 

A/US  and Circle Anglo/Australian. 

 

1968 Circle 36 Circle Certificate “Across the Lake” 

 Circle A/US Circle Certificate “Harbour Relief”  

1971 Circle 36 H/C “Glass Design”  

1973 Circle 36 Circle Certificate “Magic Light” LEIGHTON 

HERDSON TROPHY 

 Circle 36 H/C “Silver & Gold” 

1976 Circle 36 H/C “Emerging” 

1977 Circle 8 Circle Certificate “Ascending”  

1978 Circle 8 Circle Certificate “Riding on the Beach”  

 Circle 8 H/C “Water Ballet” 

 Circle 36 H/C “May safely graze” 

 Circle A/Aust H/C The arrival” 

1979 Circle 8 Circle Certificate “Groups” 

 Circle 8 H/C “Kick-off”  

1981 Circle 36 H/C “L’Ancresse Fisherman” 

1986  Circle 36 H/C “Force 6” 

 Circle 36 H/C Winter Field” 

 Circle 36 H/C Sand Sculpture 

1989  Circle 36 H/C “Puffin and catch” 

 Circle 36 H/C “Centre, Counterpoint 

1991 Circle 36 Certificate “Shafts of light” LEIGHTON 

HERDSON TROPHY 

1992 ??? 

1994 Circle 36 H/C “Dune, Namibia” 

1995 Circle 36 H/C “Namaskard, Iceland” 

 Circle 36 H/C “Sand Sculpture” 

1996 Circle 36 H/C “Pampas Pattern” 

 Circle 36 H/C “Tree, Rannoch Moor” 

1997  Circle 36 Certificate “Shifting Sands” LEIGHTON 

HERDSON TROPHY 

1999 Circle 36 Certificate “Close-up, sand-stone detail” 

2000 Circle 36 H/C  “Shaft of light” 

2006 Circle 36 Certificate “Aspens near Vernal” 

2007 ??? 

2008 Circle 36 Certificate “Lonely journey” LEIGHTON 

HERDSON  TROPHY  & GLENN VASE 

2014 Circle 36 Certificate “Surrounded” 

Riding the Incredible Wave by Ian Platt 

Great Hall, British Museum by Ian Platt 

Resting Hyena  by Ian Platt 

Winter in the City by Ian Platt 
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Ways with Water 
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Ways with Water 
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Ways with Water 
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Circle Types & Secretaries 

LARGE PRINT CIRCLES 

2/25  Patrick Maloney     circle2-25@uppofgb.com   

3/14/74 Ralph Bennett ARPS CPAGB      circle3-14-74@uppofgb.com   

4/26  John Hackett     circle4-26@uppofgb.com  

5  Nick Bodle      circle5@uppofgb.com   

10  Peter Young CPAGB AFIAP APAGB       circle10@uppofgb.com   

11  Richard Poynter     circle11@uppofgb.com   

12  Jim Jenkins     circle12@uppofgb.com 

36  Leo Rich ARPS EFIAP/g DPAGB Hon.PAGB                    circle36@uppofgb.com  

71  Andrew Nicoll      circle71@uppofgb.com   

73  Paula Davies FRPS EFIAP/s EPSA      circle73@uppofgb.com  

SMALL PRINT CIRLES 

7/17/21  Colin Douglas ARPS AFIAP DPAGB BPE4  circle7-17-21@uppofgb.com  

9  Dennis Apple    circle9@uppofgb.com  

29  Colin Westgate FRPS MFIAP MPAGB APAGB    circle29@uppofgb.com 

30 Janice Payne ARPS     circle30@uppofgb.com 

PROJECTED IMAGE CIRCLES 

31/32  Ian Whiston EFIAP/s DPAGB ABPE    circle31-32@uppofgb.com   

45  Bob Crick, Natural History     circle45@uppofgb.com   

46  Douglas Hands ARPS, Natural History   circle46@uppofgb.com 

  

ONLINE CIRCLES 

60  Paul Hoffman CPAGB, BPE3* EFIAP     circle60@uppofgb.com   

61  Ken Payne          circle61@uppofgb.com  

62  Ken Payne          circle62@uppofgb.com  

64 Paul Hoffman CPAGB, BPE3* EFIAP     circle64@uppofgb.com 

81 Paula Davies FRPS EFIAP/s EPSA      circle81@uppofgb.com. 

AUDIO VISUAL CIRCLE 

52 Val Johnston DPAGB        circle52@uppofgb.com 

ZOOM CIRCLES 

Z1 Ken Payne          circlez1@uppofgb.com 

Z2 Colin Westgate FRPS MFIAP MPAGB APAGB    circlez2@uppofgb.com 

Z3 Barbara Beauchamp   circlez3@uppofgb.com 

Z4 Ken Payne          circlez4@uppofgb.com 

Z5 Ken Payne    circlez5@uppofgb.com 

Z6 Ken Payne    circlez6@uppofgb.com 
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